Retinal information is two-dimensional, whereas eye movements are three-dimensional. The 26 oculomotor system solves this degrees-of-freedom problem by constraining eye positions to zero 27 torsion (Listing's law) and determining how eye velocities change with eye position (half-angle 28 rule). Here we test whether the oculomotor plant, in the absence of well-defined neural 29 commands, can implement these constrains mechanically not just in primary position but for all 30 eye and head orientations. We stimulated the abducens nerve at tertiary eye positions and when 31 ocular counterroll was induced at tilted head orientations. Stimulation-induced eye velocities 32 follow the half-angle rule even for tertiary eye positions, and microstimulation at tilted head 33 orientations elicits eye positions that adhere to torsionally-shifted planes, similar to naturally-34 occurring eye movements. These results support the notion that oculomotor plant can 35 continuously apply these three-dimensional rules correctly and appropriately for all eye and head 36 orientations that obey Listing's law, demonstrating a major role of peripheral biomechanics in 37 motor control. 38 39 40 41 42
Note that because the flat target screen was only 29cm away from the monkeys' eyes, the Although our data cannot directly accept or refute any one particular theory of how the 359 oculomotor plant implements three-dimensional kinematics, we will briefly examine how our 360 data falls in line with the active pulley hypothesis (Miller 1989 (Miller , 2007 Miller et al. 1993; Demer 361 et al. 1994 Demer 361 et al. , 1995 , which at present remains the most investigated theory for how the eye plant 362 can generate the observed eye position-dependence of eye velocity. Alternatives to the pulley 363 hypothesis will also be discussed along with the role of neural signals in implementing 364 appropriate three-dimensional rules. Finally, we will address eye movements that do not obey 365 Listing's law or the half-angle rule.
367
The oculomotor plant 368 The pulley hypothesis has come a long way from its initial passive formulation (Miller to the data as in figure 2B ), for all monkeys and days tested, at different horizontal eye positions.
Values are given for each of the five horizontal eye displacements, and the measures were made by taking stimulation data across the five vertical targets and each of the horizontal eye positions (except for M1 who had three vertical targets at the non-center horizontal eye positions). Note that the left nerve was stimulated in animals M1 and M3, while the right nerve was stimulated in animals M2 and M4. given at each of the five different roll orientations, and measures were made by taking stimulation data across the vertical targets at the respective horizontal eye position.
